Introduction
If electricity and magnetism are unified, then why can't we take moving charge as magnetic monopole? We know that, as long as a charge is at rest there is only an electrostatic field. But a magnetic field appears as soon as the charge begins to move. The faster the charge moves, the stronger the accompanying magnetic field. So it is logically very clear that source of magnetic field is moving charge. Practically magnetic field exists if and only if, both positive and negative charges are in motion. Since we know that conventionally direction of positive chargesis taken as direction of current and negative charges moves oppositely as shown in Fig 1. If moving charges are source of magnetic field and since charges are two types. So we are taking moving charge as magnetic monopole. Otherwise we should accept electricity is different from magnetism. 
Sources Of Magnetic Field
There are two types of sources 1) Bar Magnet Magnetic field associated with a current carrying conductor also depends upon the direction of flow of current. If we change the direction of flow of current then the direction of poles of magnetic field is also changes. Here logic is whenever moving charges are changing direction then poles also changing direction. If poles are not changing the direction with respect to the direction of current then moving charge is not a magnetic monopole. But we know that whenever moving charges are changing direction then poles also changing direction. Therefore logically moving charge is magnetic monopole.
Motion of charged particles is current .which is changing electric field. Changing electric field associated with magnetic field. From this it is clear that moving charges constitute magnetic field. Current element behaves as bar magnet if and only if positive and negative charges are in motion or in simple current element having lower and higher potential. Note: we know that magnetic properties of matter depend on motion of charged particles inside atom.
III.

Mathematical Explanation
The force of attraction or repulsion between two magnetic poles is given by F= (1) M 1 =M 2 =magnetic pole strengths The force of attraction or repulsion between two current elements is given by F = (2) I 1 dl 1 = I 2 dl 2 =current elements Comparing (1) and (2)
Idl is source of magnetic field Since ; Idl = qv (3) Therefore pole strength is product of charge and velocity of charge. The faster the charge moves, the stronger the accompanying magnetic field. +qv and -qv attracts each other , +qv and +qv repels with each other.
IV.
Maxwell's 2 nd Equation
Flow of charges is nothing but current so Flow of magnetic monopoles is magnetic current.
Magnetic current density (K)
Magnetic current density (K) is directly proportional to electric current density (J) K J K = µJ (4) µ = proportionality constant called magnetic permeability Magnetic current density (K) is also defined as magnetic flux per unit volume K = = µJ (5) (6) After integrating both side of (6) we get = (7)
Magnetic flux density (B)
It is defined as magnetic flux per unit area B = (8) Comparing (7) and (8) (9) By using gauss divergence theorem (10) Therefore from (9) 
Conclusion
The source of magnetic field is changing electric field. Changing electric field exists due to motion of positive and negative charges. Without moving charges it is impossible to unite electricity and magnetism. Based on this logic, we are taking moving charge as magnetic monopole. Since magnetic field associated with current element having North Pole and South Pole exists if and only if positive charges and negative charges are in motion. Since charges are two types, positive charge and negative charge. Therefore moving charge or moving electron is magnetic monopole.
